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this transformation is derived from the super saiyan blue transformation
seen in the manga, dragon ball super, the movie dragon ball z: fukkatsu no
f, dragon ball gt, and dragon ball kai. [37] when a saiyan has reached super
saiyan blue level of power, while battling a stronger opponent, if the
opponent attacks the saiyan, the saiyan will automatically begin
transforming into super saiyan blue form in order to defend himself. [29]
after which, the saiyan remains in super saiyan blue form. in dragon ball z,
"goku's 10,000-power-up" transformation is usually performed on a super
saiyan when he is fully fed up, usually during the buu saga. in dragon ball
gt, this power up is performed on goku in dragon ball vatunu, when krillin is
sparring with a level 3 kamehameha user. goku is able to activate a super
saiyan 2 transformation much faster than when he had awakened it in
dragon ball z, and is able to achieve an even faster fusion after his training
in the hyperbolic time chamber. in addition, his battle power is much
higher, as shown when he was fighting bardock and was easily able to
effortlessly overpower him. [29] this is also more difficult to achieve,
requiring much more training in the hyperbolic time chamber and needing
to channel his own ki. although the game retains the feeling of the old
tenkaichi series, [43] it has been streamlined, and now resembles the "final
battle" series, where the emphasis is on power throwing and combat. by
utilizing the brand new super saiyan form and acquiring support troops
such as dragon ball z online characters, the user can battle through several
story modes and unlock the other forms of dragon ball z ultimate tenkaichi
for pc highly compressed. each step is more powerful than the previous
one, and the form is equipped with a powerful, fire-like aura that allows the
user to bypass dragon ball z ultimate tenkaichi for pc highly compressed
weak points. dragon ball z ultimate tenkaichi for pc highly compressed the
user can activate the tenkaichi state from the start of the game. the level
of the game takes place in the island where goku, gohan, vegeta, and
gohan were first introduced in the series. the legend of goku, which has
been released in north america, is the first version to give the user a choice
between the android saga or android saga arc; however, it still gives the
player the choice to play as gohan, trunks or vegeta. an update to the
game, available as a downloadable content, adds support for the collection
of the game series in dragon ball z ultimate tenkaichi for pc highly
compressed for the first time since the release of dragon ball z : fusion
reborn in 2010. [11] the collection comes in three pieces, and it is meant to
take the player on the journey of goku and gohan through the time when
goku was just a child until he achieved his adulthood. if the user has not
played the ultimate tenkaichi for pc highly compressed disc, they can
immediately activate the dragon ball z ultimate tenkaichi for pc highly
compressed modes with a single disc, even if they have played the game
previously. additionally, the collection of the game includes the following
features: 1. the ability to play the game in the super saiyan state ; 2.
tenkaichi and ssj2 story modes; 3. tales of the dragon; 4. the eight video
game masters; 5. characters from the anime such as goku, vegeta, gohan,
frieza, cell, raditz, android 18, majin buu, etc. 6. fusions (artificial humans
and android are unlocked by scanning the card of a creature fused with an
energy scanner); 7. boosted forms; 8. species traits; 9. ability to unlock the
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new powers; 10. the quinaire play video feature; 11. gokuden mode.
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in dragon ball legends , the original protagonist shallot first encounters the
form when it is used by future trunks and goku who had experienced the

events of broly - the legendary super saiyan. legendary super saiyan broly
ends up killing super saiyan future trunks, forcing goku to order shallot to
run while he takes on lssj broly to avenge future trunks. after using the

form to help shallot drive off the saiyan in red, present era goku explains
the super saiyan form to shallot due to his amnesia before their sparring

match to determine if shallot's ki matches the saiyan in red. in dragon ball
xenoverse 2, gohan to destroy the planet and retain his enhanced power in
the new fight from the z-fighters. as he can't be goku to fight the supreme

kai and therefore can't transform into a super saiyan, he must use the
super saiyan transformation. this ability is introduced during the game

during the second stage, which is after the battle with the krillin in super
saiyan 2 form. here is a new "z-formation" sequence, in which, after the
attack, the z fighters attack in a specific order of three to five, and goku

and vegeta are always the last two. in dragon ball xenoverse 3, goku can
transform into a super saiyan god or super saiyan god super saiyan if he

wants to. he also can't transform into a super saiyan god if he is in a female
form. if he is in a super saiyan god super saiyan form, he gains the super
saiyan god super saiyan's powers. in dragon ball z: battle of z , there is a

battle mode called "super saiyan god mode". you must have a super saiyan
god level of energy to activate the mode and a super saiyan god level of

power to use the mode. once activated, the mode will automatically change
the game to a battle mode called "super saiyan god mode", where all the
other characters are unboosted, and the player's character will become a

super saiyan god. the battle mode is available only during the game's story
mode, and has a character limit of only three players. 5ec8ef588b
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